When lifting the classical assumption of spatially-independent scattering centers in linear transport theory, collision rate is no longer proportional to flux because the macroscopic cross-sections Σ t (s) depends on the distance s to the previous collision or boundary. We generalize collision and track-length estimators, and other related Monte Carlo methods, to support unbiased estimation of either flux integrals or collision rates in generalized radiative transfer (GRT). We consider collision estimators with additional fictitious scattering that, in the limit of infinite fictitious density, become tracklength estimators. The generalizations support distinct correlatedand uncorrelated-origin free-path statistics, which are required to imbed non-exponential transport in bounded scenes in a reciprocal manner.
Introduction
In the study of particle transport [Williams 1971; Davison 1957] , light transport [Chandrasekhar 1960; Arridge 1999; Marshak and Davis 2005; Pharr et al. 2016] , seismic wave propagation [Sato et al. 2012] , heat transfer [Modest 2003 ], the migration of biological material [Jagers 1975] , and other fields [Duderstadt and Martin 1979] , linear transport theory typically begins with an assumption of independent scattering centers that leads to the Beer-Lambert law of exponential attenuation. Some recent works have proposed methods for Generalized Radiative Transfer (GRT), with the goal of accurately predicting transport in correlated random media such as dense suspensions of particles [Ishimaru and Kuga 1982] , clumpy molecular clouds [Boissé 1990; Witt and Gordon 1996; Witt and Gordon 2000] , terrestrial atmospheres [Davis et al. 1996; Marshak et al. 1997; Pfeilsticker 1999; Kostinski 2001] , manufactured materials with random voids [Barthelemy et al. 2008; Svensson et al. 2013; Svensson et al. 2014] , hot atomic vapours [Mercadier et al. 2009 ], shielding materials [Becker et al. 2014 ] and pebble-bed reactors [Larsen and Vasques 2011] , where free-path and chord-length statistics are non-exponential.
A number of non-classical linear transport formalisms have been presented with goals such as the study of transport in discrete stochastic mixtures [Pomraning 1998 ], incorporating 3-point statistics to exhibit preferred escape [Myneni et al. 1991] , or correlation between collision events [Peltoniemi 1993 ]. Audic and Frisch [1993] , in the study of Markovian stochastic binary mixtures, proposed and tested the notion of accelerating non-classical transport by using only the 2-point free-path statistics between collisions (and also noted the need for unique statistics of first collisions from an external source). They proposed accumulating the ensemble-average non-exponential histogram of intercollision freepath lengths using a Monte Carlo simulation in explicit correlated structures; an idea also independently proposed and applied to accelerate light transport in computer graphics [Moon et al. 2007 ].
For an infinite homogeneous medium in three dimensions, a complete GRT formulation based on 2-point intercollision statistics has been presented by Larsen and Vasques [2011] and extended to support anisotropic random correlated media [Vasques and Larsen 2014] . Existence, uniqueness and diffusion asymptotics for this transport formalism have also been established [Frank et al. 2010 ]. This framework assumes that emission is correlated to the first scattering events with the same statistics as intercollision distances (the source term describes only stochastic origins). The application of this mono-statistical free-path transport in bounded domains has been proposed in several scenarios [Davis and Xu 2014; Davis et al. 2018; Wrenninge et al. 2017; Liemert and Kienle 2017; Binzoni et al. 2018 ] but leads to non-reciprocal transport [Pázsit and Pál 2007] . We recently [d'Eon 2018] proposed the equilibrium imbedding of Larsen's framework into bounded domains, distinguishing between intercollision free-path statistics and the free-path statistics that begin at a deterministic origin that is spatially uncorrelated to the scattering centers in the medium (such as an external source at a boundary or reflection from an object inside the medium). In our extension, the inter-collision probability density function (PDF) of free-path lengths p c (s) is simply the normalized derivative of the PDF for free paths with an uncorrelated origin p u (s),
where s c is a constant-the correlated-origin mean-free-path length. There are a number of reasons for adopting this generalization:
• it has an exact correspondence to attenuation laws in stereography and stochastic binary mixtures [Torquato and Lu 1993; Levermore et al. 1988; Audic and Frisch 1993; Pomraning 1998 ] • it is a necessary condition of demanding Helmholtz reciprocity in bounded media [d'Eon 2018] • simulations of transport within random realizations of correlated media without boundary effects are reciprocal and exhibit these statistics [d'Eon 2018; Jarabo et al. 2018] • it is a necessary condition of preserving a remarkable invariance properly of chord lengths in convex uniformly-illuminated random media, first proven for exponential media [Bardsley and Dubi 1981; Blanco and Fournier 2003] and then extended to non-exponential free paths [Mazzolo 2009; Mazzolo et al. 2014] , and more recently observed in the laboratory [Savo et al. 2017] .
Adopting a non-exponential attenuation law and solving transport problems with a pair of free-path statistics requires a number of changes to linear transport methodology, despite sweeping statements to the contrary [Binzoni et al. 2018] . The purpose of this paper is to introduce new generalized Monte Carlo estimators, infinite-medium Green's functions and related diffusion approximations for reciprocal GRT.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In the next section we state definitions and explore the broken proportionality between collision rate and flux in GRT. We discuss the collision and track-length estimators [Spanier and Gelbard 1969] for anisotropic random media and related subleties regarding reaction-rate estimation. In Section 3 we generalize the collision and track-length estimators for reciprocal GRT and discuss a number of common variance reduction problems and techniques. In Section 4 we derive the infinite medium Green's functions for isotropic point sources with isotropic scattering in a monoenergetic steady-state setting. The Green's functions and Monte Carlo estimators are used to cross validate each other. In the case of free-path statistics of the form p c (s) = e −s s we find exact analytic Green's function in most cases, which form new important benchmark solutions for GRT. These solutions shed further light on the relationship between flux and collision rate in GRT. In Section 5 we derive new moment-preserving diffusion approximations for the isotropic point source and briefly evaluate their accuracy for power-law transport. A discussion concludes the paper.
The Balance of Flux and Collision Rate
In this section we study the relationship between collision rate and flux in both classical and generalized time-independent linear transport theories. New complexities arise in anisotropic random media and GRT, requiring generalization of standard practice. We denote the collision rate density C(x, ω), where C(x, ω)dV d ω = rate at which particles in dV d ω
about (x, ω) enter collisions and denote its scalar counterpart, the scalar collision rate density C(x) = 4π C(x, ω)d ω.
(3)
We denote the scalar flux (fluence rate) φ (x), which is the angular integral of the vector-flux (radiance) ψ(x, ω),
ψ(x, ω)d ω.
(4)
The vector flux describes particles in flight, whereas the collision rate density describes collisions and we strongly discourage attaching the label "radiance" to the latter [Liemert and Kienle 2017] .
Classical Local Balance
Classical linear transport theory assumes that a particle (or photon) with energy E at position x travelling in direction ω traversing an incremental distance ds has an incremental collision probability d p given by d p = Σ t (x, ω, E)ds (5) where Σ t is the macroscopic cross-section (attenuation coefficient). This follows from the assumption of independent locations of the scattering centers in the medium and has a number of far-reaching and ocassionally subtle implications that require revisiting in detail in the context of GRT.
One immediate implication of Eq.(5) is the Beer-Lambert attenuation law. In the case of monoenergetic transport in isotropic random media (no ω dependence on Σ t ), the transmittance X(x, s, ω) = e − s 0 Σt (x+t ω)dt (6) is the dimensionless probability of flying uncollided along a straight path between x and x + s ω and is an exponential of the optical distance. Allowing the attenuation law to deviate from an exponential form has been one of the primary motivation behind GRT [Kostinski 2001] .
A closely related quantity is the distribution of free-path lengths p(x, s, ω), a PDF with units m −1 . A free path is the joint occurence of two things: first flying uncollided along a path of length s with probability X(x, s, ω), and then entering a collision in the next incremental path distance ds, p(x, s, ω)ds = X(x, s, ω)Σ t (x + s ω)ds.
In classical transport the two elements of the free path are independent: the collision process has no memory of how far the particle has flown. In a homogeneous medium, or with s parametrizing optical depth along a given path, Σ t is a constant, and the free-path distribution becomes
The transmittance then looks very similar
Monte Carlo algorithms that construct transport paths to solve the integral form of the transport equation sample free-path lengths using p(s), never X(s). X(s) is not a PDF-a distinction that becomes critically important in GRT.
In piecewise homogeneous media the constant Σ t , the inverse mean free path, converts between transmittance and free-path probability density, p(s) = X(s)Σ t .
In isotropic random media Σ t also provides equivalent transformations between flux integrals and reaction rates: consider Figure 1 , which shows two independent particle tracks with differing tracklengths s 1 = s 2 arriving at a volume element V of thickness ds. In traversing from their previous collision sites to V , the two particles see different probabilities X(s 1 ) = X(s 2 ) of arriving uncollided at the surface of V but, having arrived at V , the collision probability in V is the same for both particles because classical transport has no memory, d p = Σ t ds. This property, a direct consequence of Eq.(5), permits a purely local conversion between reaction rates and energy densities in V . If the integral of the scalar flux φ (x) in V is known and if Σ t (x) can be assumed constant in V, then the collision rate in V can be found directly by multiplication by Σ t (x), Figure 1 : When the scatterers in a homogeneous random medium are spatially correlated, the probability of a collision is track-length dependent. The macroscopic cross section Σ tc (s) depends on s, the distance since previous collision, and the probability of collision when traversing a path of incremental distance ds is Σ tc (s)ds. The collision rate in V is estimated by the traditional collision estimator, scoring the particle weight W for each collision in the region. However, a track-length estimator for the collision rate in V must score W s+ds s Σ tc (s )ds due to the track-length dependence on collision probability. Conversely, for estimating the flux integral in V , the traditional track length estimator, scoring w-weighted track-lengths in V , maintains its familiar form, but the collision estimator must be modified to score W Σt (s) . If both flux integral and collision rate are desired in V , two distinct tallies must be kept.
system. Tallying over position and discrete energy bins, classical balance holds per tally
When the macroscopic cross-section Σ t (x, ω) also depends on direction of flight in the system [Williams 1978; Jakob et al. 2010; Vasques and Larsen 2014] the conversion between the scalar quantities in Eq.(12) is no longer possible without additional information. It is possible for two particles, or even the same particle on one random flight, to pass through a given volume element at the same position and with the same energy, but at different orientations ω, and experience different collision probabilities within V due to the angular variation in Σ t ( ω) there. Thus, if only the scalar flux integral V is tallied (for example, using a track-length estimator that scores the track lengths passing through V ), then the collision rate cannot be recovered later. If the vector flux ψ(x, ω) is tallied, the conversion is possible,
but expands the tally structure significantly. To perform the conversion without directional tallies, assuming Σ t (x, ω) can be considered spatially invariant over V , would require the flux-weighted average of the cross-section
where we have denoted the vector flux integral in V
A more direct solution is to simply tally collision rate instead (or in additional to the flux integral). To use the track-length estimator, but for estimating the collision rate in V , we must score
a directionally-dependent score which is the integral of the crosssection along the segment l that lies inside V (or, if the cross-section
At first sight this subtley may seem irrelevant-the track-length estimator is typically written as scoring dΣ r where Σ r is the macroscopic cross section corresponding to some reaction rate of interest that we would like to estimate. However, with anisotropic random media, the nature of the reaction determines whether or not a tracklength estimator should score dΣ r or dΣ r ( ω). If the reaction being estimated is caused in a background material that is isotropic in structure and doesn't measurably impact the transport of the simulated particles, then dΣ r is a flux-proportional estimator and doesn't depend on direction. Only if the reaction rate being estimated is part of the anisotropic structure that scatters the particle of transport would we score dΣ r ( ω), a collision-rate-proportional estimator. Along similar lines, a collision estimator must score 1 Σt (x, ω) to estimate the flux integral in V .
If both flux-proportional and collision-rate-proportional estimates are desired in V , then either two separate tallies must be kept, or the tallies must divide phase space over ω at a sufficient resolution to permit the conversion in Eq.(13) with sufficient acccuracy.
Local Imbalance in Generalized Linear Transport
For random media with spatially-correlated scattering centers, the principle of local interaction [Preisendorfer 1965; Grant and Hunt 1969] is lost, the macroscopic cross section picks up a track-length dependence [Larsen and Vasques 2011] , and Eq.(5) becomes
where s is the distance from x to the beginning of the free-path (either a previous collsion or entry/reflection at a boundary). This track-length-dependent collision probability provides the necessary short-term memory for the transport model to incorporate negative, positive or mixed correlation statistics of the free-path lengths between collisions. This non-local collision probability breaks the classical balance of flux and collision rate. This has been previously noted for the case of uniform illumination of convex bodies ]. We discuss the general imbalance here and its implications to Monte Carlo estimation in GRT.
Consider negatively correlated scattering centers in the context of Figure 1 , where Σ t (x, ω, E, s) is low or possibly zero for small s to prevent short distances between collisions. The two particles no longer experience identical collision probabilities within V . Particle 2 may have less chance to collide in V than particle 1, or even see zero collision probability, because of the proximity of its previous collision to V . Analogous to how the directional dependence on Σ t complicates the flux / collision-rate balance in anisotropic random media, here, even in the case of isotropic random media, local proportionality is lost because Σ t (s) is not a constant. The ratio of total track-lengths passing through V to the total number of collisions created within V will depend on the distribution of free-path lengths s before crossing V and, thus, on the state of the system outside V .
To estimate both flux-proportional and collision-rate-proportional reaction rates from a single tally in GRT would require tallying over s and using
where φ (x, s) is the spectral decomposition of the scalar flux over path-length parameter s,
The s-spectral flux ψ(x, ω, s) decomposes the traditional vector flux over s and is required to form a local integro-differential form of the transfer equation, requiring an extra integration over s [Larsen and Vasques 2011] and is related to the scalar flux by
Given, amongst other things, the goal of global fluence tallies in reactor design [Martin 2012] , it is a goal of this work to avoid increasing the dimensionality of tally structures and to avoid needing to treat spectral decompositions of the flux and collision rate directly.
The rest of the paper is devoted to generalizing both Monte Carlo and deterministic methods for GRT. Whenever flux and collision rates are both required we will find two distinct methods or solutions where previously there was only (effectively) one. We define collision-rate-proportional and flux-proportional estimates and discuss estimators for each. Additionally, we consider the necessary details of treating two classes of free-path statistics.
Monte Carlo Estimators in GRT
In this section we propose generalizations of collision, track-length and expected-value estimators for time-independent monoenergetic linear transport problems in GRT. We assume a phase space Γ with positions x and unit directions ω in Euclidean 3D space,
It is straightforward to extend these ideas to include energy dependence and work in spaces other than 3D.
We assume a piecewise homogeneous isotropic random media for brevity. The single-scattering albedo c and phase function P( ω i → ω o ) have the standard definitions and are assumed to be both independent of free-path length s. The rest of the scattering process is completely determined by specifying, for each piecewise-homogeneous volume region, one of six functions, Σ tc (s), Σ tu (s), p c (s), p u (s), X c (s), X u (s), any one of which uniquely determine the other five. These are summarized in Table 1 and we briefly review their definitions. Additional information can be found in part 1 of this work [d'Eon 2018] . The definition of the transport problem is completed by also specifying internal sources, boundary sources and the reflectance and transmittance properties of any boundaries and imbedded objects.
In a correlated random medium the statistics of collision are different for paths that begin from a location chosen uniformly at random versus those that begin from a previous collision site [ Audic and Frisch 1993] . We denote the free-path statistics between collisions, and their related quantities, using the label "c" for correlated-origin: macroscopic cross-section Σ tc (s), free-path distribution p c (s), and transmittance X c (s). They are related by Eq. 7. Any emission in the scene (such as neutron emission in reactors or thermal emission in an atmosphere) that arises from the same correlated structure that governs the primary transport is accounted for by the correlated source term Q c (x, ω).
For all other free-paths, assumed to have origins that are spatially uncorrelated from scattering centers in the medium, the label "u" specifies the uncorrelated-origin macroscopic cross-section Σ tu (s), free-path distribution p u (s), and transmittance X u (s). A separate source term Q u (x, ω) accounts for volume and boundary sources that find their first collisions using these statistics. In the study of transport in stochastic binary mixtures the two forms of source function are described as "stochastic" and "deterministic", respectively, and lead to a pair of solutions, such as the Milne problem in a binary Markovian random 1D mixture [Pomraning 1989 ].
Collision-Rate-Proportional Estimation
We first consider estimation of quantities I that are linear functionals of the collision-rate density by specifying a measurement or "detector" function g(P ),
Recall Eq.
(2) for the definition of collision rate. Monte Carlo estimators for I are derived from the integral equation for C,
is a ray-tracing function that returns the distance s b from x along ω to the nearest boundary. The intercollision transport kernel K combines the fraction of particles scattered, their change in direction and their next free path,
To support reciprocal GRT, we have modified (23) from the previous form [Larsen and Vasques 2011] in two ways. The density of initial collisions
Here, Q u accounts for both sources at the boundary and internal sources emitting from medium-uncorrelated locations. We also include an optional term S B that accounts for the first collisions that follow surface reflection and transmission events for problems with reflecting and refracting boundary conditions. This requires knowing the vector flux leaving the boundary location
The vector flux ψ(x b , ω) leaving a boundary surface location x b in direction ω is found by integrating the vector flux arriving there ψ i (x b , ω ) with the Bidirectional surface reflection distribution function (BSDF) [Pharr et al. 2016 ] f s (x b , ω, ω ), which accounts for reflectance and transmittance,
where n is the surface normal. The vector flux arriving at the surface from direction − ω is
the sum of the flux scattered into − ω from collisions in the volume together with the uncorrelated transmittance of flux leaving the first surface found in that direction.
Symbol Description
Relations medium-correlated (stochastic) free path origins s distance since last medium collision or correlated birth Table 1 : Summary of our notation and relationships between quantities in our formalism.
The Analog Walk for GRT
To build estimators for I, we begin with the analog walk for GRT, which is very similar to the classical case. A random walk w = (x 0 , ω 0 ), ..., (x k , ω k ) begins by source sampling (x 0 , ω 0 , E) from the union of the sources, Q c and Q u , in direct proportion to their relative powers. The initial vertex (x 0 , ω 0 ) of w is this sampled source location and direction. The initial free-path length s 0 is sampled from either p c (s) (in the case Q c was sampled) or p u (s) (otherwise). Additional vertices are added by repeating the following process. Subsequent positions are determined via
Now, currently at position position x i+1 , either the phase function at the current volume interior point or analog 1 sampling of the BSDF at the current boundary surface determine the next direction ω i+1 . If escape or absorption is sampled, the walk terminates. Otherwise, a medium collision is followed with a new free-path length s i+1 sampled from p c (s) and a surface interaction is followed with a sample from p u (s; x i+1 ) for the current volume region (which may have changed).
The Collision Estimator
Nothing about the inclusion of two sources, non-exponential freepath statistics or boundary reflections alters the proof [Spanier and Gelbard 1969] that, for the analog random walk w,
is an unbiased estimator for I. With g(x, ω) = 1 for all interior points of some region V of the medium and 0 elsewhere, Eq. (30) is an unbiased estimate of the collision rate V C(x)dV , in V . By definition of the analog walk, collisions are created in the same proportion to the physical process they model, and so this is expected. Note that, in our notation, vertices of w corresponding to boundary surface interactions avoid contributing to the collision rate or measurement I by defining g to be 0 exactly at the boundary.
Determining the appropriate measurement function g to use for a desired reaction rate of interest in a multi-species system is more 1 Analog sampling of BSDFs is uncommon in practice for surfaces that absorb energy. To be precise, an analog sampling process for a BSDF returns weight 0 (an absorption event) with a probability of 1 − α( ω i ) where α( ω i ) is the albedo of the material for the current incoming direction ω i , and returns direction ω (with weight 1) in proportion to | n · ω| f s ( ω, ω i ) otherwise.
complicated in GRT. Recall that we have specified the transport behaviour directly with a free-path distribution or related quantity and that number densities of scattering particles have made no appearance (more on this in Section 6). In some cases, due to the specific spatial correlations in the mediums, it may not be accurate to set g to be a ratio of number densities or a ratio of classical cross-sections at the current energy Σr(E) Σt (E) to estimate the reaction rate caused by some isotope "r". Consider, for example, a clumped microstructure where, in each clump, material of type A surrounds material of type B making collisions with matter of type B unlikely. This would not be noticed in the sampling procedure proposed by Larsen and Vasques [2011] that estimates only p c (s) by tracing within explicit random realizations and accumulating free-path histograms, and so we recommend extending their sampling procedure to also verify that proportional reaction rates for collisions of interest are independent of free-path length and direction.
Estimating Flux with the Collision Estimator
In classical linear transport, estimating flux using the collision estimator makes use of the classical balance of flux and collision rate. For each collision, by Eq.(5), there is, on average, a free-path of length 1
Σt required to make that collision possible. Thus, g is set to g(x, ω, E) = 1 Σt (x, ω,E) in V . This limits the measurement of flux to regions where collisions occur (Σ t (x) > 0). Where no collisions occur, alternative deterministic uncollided calculations can often be applied [Case et al. 1953 ]. As Σ t decreases, the performance of the collision estimator degrades, making the track-length estimator indispensable in optically-thin regions.
In GRT, flux estimation with the collision estimator can have additional limitations. We see immediately from Eq.(18) that the mean free-path lengths crossing x required to create the known collision rate there include a track-length dependence, requiring a collision estimator with
(31) Eq.(31) with Eq.(30) is an unbiased estimator for the flux, under certain restrictions, but we see that flux estimation in GRT is no longer a linear functional of the collision rate with a local kernel g(x, ω, E). We have labelled this estimation with a star because s is not in the phase space and therefore Eq.(31) is incompatible with Eq.(22). Ultimately, we define the class of flux-proportional measurements I ψ to be linear functionals of the spectral collisionrate density,
where we have extended the phase space P = (x, ω, E, s) ∈ Γ to include free-path parameter s. The spectral collision-rate density is
= rate at which particles in dV d ωdEds about (x, ω, E, s) enter collisions providing a decomposition of the collision density over the distance s since previous scene interaction. The analog random walk previously defined can also be used to estimate measurements of class I ψ because the path-length s is known at each step in the walk generation, so Eq.(31) with Eq. (30) is a practical estimator in some cases.
Similar to the classical case, the performance of Eq.(31) will be limited by the lowest value of Σ tc (s) over s. Note that this is no longer a local limitation applying only to optically thin regions, but to the entire piecewise homogeneous volume element. Furthermore, if there exists a subset of [0,ŝ] of non-zero measure wherê s is the largest value of s such that Σ tc (s) = 0, then the free path distribution has a gap where no collisions ever occur, but where flux arises from traversing that gap and colliding later with nonzero probability. Therefore, this collision estimator is incompatible with flux estimation everywhere. This applies, for example, to the approximate form of negative correlation proposed in part 1 of this work [d'Eon 2018] where Σ tc (s) = 0 for s < s min to prevent intercollision separation lengths below some threshold s min .
Fictitious Scattering
Some of the limitations of the collision estimator for flux in GRT can be mitigated by introducing fictitious matter along the free-path sampling portion of the walk such that collision with the fictitious matter ultimately causes the particle to scatter forward with no loss, as if the matter wasn't there. This is analogous to the class of estimators introduced by Spanier [Spanier 1966; MacMillan 1967; Lux 1978a; Lux 1978b] and increases the density of collision events sampled in "optically thin" portions of the free path, lowering the variance of the estimator in those regions. The tradeoff is additional cost of computation time to perform the walk. Ficticious scattering in the context of stochastic random media has been previously discussed [Ambos and Mikhailov 2011] as an acceleration scheme of the chord-length sampling algorithm in the context of multiphase multidimensional mixtures.
Intuition for this generalization is found from conceptualizing correlated random media as a classical heterogeneous medium that changes each time a collision occurs due to its short term memory. The last sampled collision in the medium collapses the set of all possible random realizations down to only those where such a scattering event could have occurred, applying Σ tc (r) radially around the point of the last known collision. Using Woodcock/delta tracking to form random walks within this collapsed medium in the precense of additional fictitious density, keeping the real density field Σ tc (r) fixed until a real collision is sampled, extends the collision estimator and, in the limit of infinite fictitious density everywhere, yields the track-length estimators for GRT. In the case of an uncorrelated free path, such as entry at a boundary, the medium is initialized to equilibrium with all possible random realizations in equal probability. As this path extends into the medium, the memory of finding no collisions up to distance s continuously collapses the nature of the medium via Σ tu (s) (which is why Σ tu (s) is not an exponential) until a collision occurs and then the medium snaps to Σ tc (r).
The collision estimator for GRT is extended with fictitious scattering by choosing Σ (s) such that Σ (s) ≥ Σ t_ (s) for all s > 0. Both correlated-and uncorrelated-origin free paths may independently perform the generalizations in this section, choosing the same or different Σ (s). We describe simply Σ t_ (s) for this derivation to mean either.
Having chosen Σ , free path lengths for the walk w are modified to sample from
At each medium collision of the walk, the collision type (real vs fictitious) is decided randomly with probability p δ for fictitious collisions
Both real and fictitious collisions add vertices to the walk w. Source sampling and boundary collisions are treated identically to the standard case. Real collisions determine ω i+1 from the phase function with probability c, resetting s to 0, and terminate the walk with absorption otherwise. Fictitious collisions continue walking along ω i+1 = ω i with probability 1 but s is not reset to 0-a critically important difference for applying this method to GRT. This requires sampling tails of p (s). If the current distance to the previous real collision is s r , then we must sample the next free-path length s from,
If Σ is a constant that bounds Σ t_ (s) everywhere, then the tails are exponential and all free-path lengths can be sampled using s = − 1 Σ log ξ , where ξ ∈ (0, 1) is a uniform random number. However, a majorant of Σ t_ (s) might not exist or use of one might not be desired (due to inefficiency), requiring a more general Σ (s). We discuss tail sampling further in Section 3.8.1.
Collisions now occur
1 1−pδ (s) more frequently than in the analog walk. To form an unbiased estimator, the fictitious collision estimator must weight the scores at each collision vertex by the inverse of this proportionality,
This estimator can fill empty or low portions of the correlated freepath distribution to permit flux estimation in scenarios where it would otherwise fail or perform poorly. In the limit that Σ (s) → ∞ for all s, we form estimators of the track-length type that score continuously along segments of the walk.
The Track-length Estimator for GRT
Taking the limit in Eq.(37) that, for all s > 0, Σ (s) → ∞, following the same arguments as the classical derivation [Spanier 1966 ], we find the track-length estimator for GRT,
Here, the notation Σ t_(i) means
The Track-length Estimator for Flux
Noting that the collision estimator in Eq.(31) for flux in some region V scores the inverse of the path-length dependent macroscopic cross-section in that region and 0 elsewhere, we see that this term cancels in the track-length estimator. Hence, the track-length estimator reduces to scoring the total length of all tracks passing through V , and so is, in some sense, the track-length estimator in that it scores the length of the track (as opposed to scoring along it). Just as it was no surprise that the collision estimator for collision rate required no change in GRT, here too we expect this result, especially in light of the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements definition of fluence [Lux and Koblinger 1991] . This estimator has been applied previously in the study of non-classical transport [Boissé 1990; Liemert and Kienle 2017] .
The Track-length Estimator for Collision Rate
Noting that the collision estimator for collision rate in some region V scores 1 in that region and 0 elsewhere, we see that the tracklength estimator in GRT for collision rate scores,
the integral of Σ t_ (s) for any portion of a track that lies within V , where {s 1 , s 2 } indexes that track subsegment. In some scenarios, such as when the free-path distribution has been determined by the histogram sampling approach [Moon et al. 2007; Larsen and Vasques 2011] , this estimator would be the least attractive of the four, in needing to compute unique integrals per score. These integrals may have no simple closed form or may be inconvenient to derive from a discrete histogram. However, for many parametric analytic correlated forms of transport, this limitation is not much of a concern.
Later in the paper we consider two specific non-exponential freepath distributions. The Gamma-2 distribution p c (s) = e −s s has Σ tc (s) = s 1+s and therefore scores 
for uncorrelated-origin tracks.
We also consider a power-law attenuation law [Davis and Xu 2014] , adopting the reciprocal imbedding proposed in [d'Eon 2018; Jarabo et al. 2018 ]. The correlated free path distribution is then
with correlated mean free path length s c = and shape parameter a > 1. Exponential attenuation is recovered in the limit a → ∞. The track-length integrals for power-law transport are 
One interpretation of this is that a free path in this family of correlated random media with mean cross-sectionΣ t = 1 is equivalent to choosing a random classical cross-section Σ t > 0 from the normalized gamma distribution a a e −aΣt Σ a t Γ(a)
and keeping this cross section fixed until the next collision.
Collision / Track-Length Duality and Joint Estimation
We have found complementary forms of estimators, one for flux (track-length) and one for collision rate (collision), that echo the duality of flux creating collisions and collisions creating flux in linear transport theory. Each estimator can compute its primal quantity locally in the smaller phase space with no memory, while requiring the memory variable s to compute the complementary quantity. The advantages of both can be realized over the same random walk by having each contribute separately to distinct flux-proportional and collision-proportional tallies.
It is natural to ponder whether or not there exist variants of each estimator that estimate the other quantity in a memory-free way, and indeed there are (with a few restrictions). This can be achieved by sampling free-path lengths from non-analog PDFs, and essentially moves the memory-dependent calculation to a particle weight W , which still ends up in the score. This would seem to offer little advantage in the case of the collision estimator, but is more interesting in the case of track-length estimation.
To illustrate how this would work for the collision estimator, consider correlated free-path lengths that are sampled from p u (s) instead of p c (s). Collisions will now occur in proportion to the flux, due to the definition of p u (s). A collision estimator scoring W s c is then a memory-free unbiased collision estimator of the flux. The weight factor begins the walk at W = 1 and updates prior to each collision using
It is clear that we have simply moved the memory-dependent term Σ tc (s) into the weight factor W .
For the case of track-length estimation of collision-rate, Heitz and Belcour [2018] noted that sampling track-lengths proportional to the derivative of the free-path distribution (provided it is monotonically decreasing) and applying a normalization weight (a constant) to each track-length estimate is an unbiased estimator for the freepath distribution and, therefore, the collision rate density. Again, the memory calculation is moved into a weight factor update at each such non-analog free-path sampling, but now the advantage is that the score along the track-length is a constant times the length and the integral of the cross-section is avoided.
Employing either of these path-length biasings successively in creating a full random walk is inadvisable, due to the weight fluctuations that could occur and chain together. However, a modified walk of the kind described by Sweezy [2018] could be adapted here as follows. An analog walk is sampled as above, but its track lengths and collision sites are not used to score. Instead, at each source vertex and non-terminating collision vertex of the analog walk, N scoring tracks, each with weight 1 N are sampled using the phase function and non-analog free-path distributions just described (for the corresponding origin type). By spawning the scoring tracks from the vertices of the analog walk, we both solve the same integral equation as would be solved by scoring from the walk itself, and contributions of all scattering orders are included. Accumulated weight-factor fluctations are, however, avoided by building the primary walk with analog free-path sampling. Applying this method for track-length estimation of collision rate involves temporary weight factors for each scoring track, which depend on s and scale the track-length scores. These weights are then discarded after scoring and the walk continues in the analog fashion to the next vertex.
The same idea can extend the collision-rate-density-estimation methods of the track-length type called "photon beams" by Jarosz et al. [Jarosz et al. 2011; Novak et al. 2018] for GRT. These algorithms sample and store a number of particle histories (in the forward direction) into a datastructure that is later used to share these calculations over millions of next-event estimations through a virtual camera aperture and onto the pixels comprising an image of light scattering within participating media, such as fog or tissue. The next-event calculations are of the back-projection angular flux type [Dunn 1985 ] and are combined with biased kernel density estimation. The extension just described would yield memory-free track-length estimates across each density-estimation kernel, avoiding the cross-section integrals otherwise required to estimate the density of collisions that send light into the direction of the camera's aperture.
Non-Analog Games
It is often advantageous to deviate from the analog walk by altering the probabilities of absorption, scattering angle, and free-path length sampling to reduce variance and improve performance [Lux and Koblinger 1991; Hoogenboom 2008] . The most common and basic of such schemes utilize the classical particle weight concept, with weight corrections calculated in the usual fashion. Implicit capture in GRT remains unchanged, multiplying the particle weight W by c(x) at each collision and applying additional weight changes if Russian roulette is used to terminate the walk. Collision and track-length scores are then scaled, per collision and track segment, by the current particle weight W i . Likewise, angle biasing can use non-analog phase functions P by adopting a weight factor
prior to the next score. Path-length biasing from a non-analog PDF p (s) requires a similar correction for the collision estimators prior to scoring
For non analog free-path sampling p (s) (other than the forms previously discussed), the track-length estimators both become memory dependent and require changes, similar in derivation to the case presented above, which we skip for brevity.
Estimation at a Point
Next-event estimation (NEE) at a point in GRT takes on four forms, generalizing the classically equivalent estimators. In all cases the geometry factor of 1 r 2 leads to an estimator of unbounded variance in 3D space [Kalos 1963 ] and should be avoided using equiangular sampling or similar approaches that remove the singularity [Kalli and Cashwell 1977; Rief et al. 1984; Kulla and Fajardo 2012; Georgiev et al. 2013 ]. The collision-rate expected value estimate at x from a correlated-origin walk vertex x c is
For uncorrelated-origins, p c is replaced with p u . For flux expected value estimates, the free-path distributions p c (s), and p u (s) change to transmittances X c (s) and X u (s) respectively for correlated and uncorrelated origins. Integration of these estimators along tracklengths yields the respective generalizations.
Dwivedi Guiding
Analog walks are particularly ineffective at estimating extremely low values, such as shielding calculations through very thick slabs. A highly effective method for guiding the walk in this case toward a zero-variance estimator for penetration through the slab is to assume an approximate importance function of escape at each optical depth z with translational invariance of the form [Dwivedi 1982 ]
where ν 0 > 1 is the largest discrete eigenvalue for the transport kernel [Case and Zweifel 1967] . We found this approach to generalize for GRT, provided, at least, p c (s) has bounded moments of all orders, by noting that angle selection, assuming an exponential escape probability for exiting a plane-parallel system after entering a collision at depth z, is the normalization of
For the Gamma-2 free path distribution p c (s) = e −s s we find
which is normalized
provided ν 0 = 1/ √ 1 − c. We found it practical to sample freepaths and angles using this generalized Case eigenmode and found a five order of magnitude reduction in variance for the transmission of normally-incident beam illumination through a 20 mean-freepath thick slab with single-scattering albedo c = 0.7 compared to the analog walk. We postpone the details, in part, because in Part 4 of this work we present the perfectly zero-variance walk for the half space related to this approach, which will be a better forum for highlighting how the Dwivedi method changes in GRT.
For the power-law free-path distributions discussed above, the normalization of this angular importance distribution is impossible for µ/ν 0 > 0, so the method would only apply to angle selection in one hemisphere. In the directions where the exponential importance increases, the integral of p c (s)I e (z(s)) is unbounded. Clamping I e (z) outside of the slab would be required, which complicates the sampling procedure, but may be practical in some cases.
Sampling Free-Path Distribution Tails
To sample the tail of some PDF p(s) starting at p 0 , where the sampling procedure for all of p(s) used the single-random-variable CDF-inversion trick, we can simply remap the range of the random number using the CDF to exclude the range [0, p 0 ], which is necessarily possible because we needed to know that CDF to invert it for the standard sampling procedure. This yields a range of uniform random number ξ ∈ [a, 1] (or possibly ξ ∈ [0, a]), which, when passed to the sampling procedure for p(s), yields s ∈ [p 0 , ∞], from which we subtract p 0 .
For free-path distributions, such as Mittag-Leffler, where the CDF inversion method is not possible [Fulger et al. 2008] , alternative methods will be required.
Green's Function for the Isotropic Point Source
We now turn to the derivation of exact solutions for the monoenergetic time-independent scalar collision rate density C(x) and scalar flux φ (x) about an isotropically-emitting point source in an infinite isotropically-scattering medium. In the case of emission that is spatially correlated to the scattering centers in the medium, we reproduce the derivations of a previous work [d'Eon 2014] for the correlated collision rate Green's function C c (x) and correlated scalar flux Green's function φ c (x). Two new solutions, C u (x) and φ u (x), for the case of uncorrelated emission, are derived to form a complete set of infinite medium Green's functions for reciprocal generalized linear transport.
Consider a unit intensity isotropic point source at the origin of the infinite homogeneous medium with single-scattering albedo 0 < c < 1 and isotropic scattering. The radial symmetry of the emission produces solutions depending on a single spatial coordinate r, the distance from the point source, so this problem is typically termed a 1D transport problem. We solve this 1D point-source problem for the general case of spatial dimension d ≥ 1, with d = 1 corresponding to the "Rod Model" or "Forward/Backward" transport model, d = 2 corresponding to a two-dimensional Flatland universe and d = 3 traditional 3D volumes.
For both collision density and flux, the Neumann series can be formed by repeated convolution of uncollided propagators, interleaved with absorption. We employ a Fourier transform approach [Grosjean 1951; Zoia et al. 2011] , where the required convolutions are easily formed. The forward and inverse spherical Fourier transforms of a radially-symmetric function f (r) (with radius r ≥ 0) in the general d-dimensional case are, respectively [Dutka 1985 ]
where z is the transformed coordinate relating to r and J k is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
Collision Rate Density
Given the above assumptions, the spatial distributions of initial and subsequent collisions are determined by the free-path distributions from birth and between collisions, either p c (s) or p u (s), and the surface area of the sphere of radius r for spatial dimension d
to generalize the 1/r 2 decrease in intensity as a function of distance from the point source in 3D. Here, Γ() is Euler's Gamma function.
Combining these, we form the correlated-origin propagator
and the uncorrelated-origin propagator
where the probability of finding a particle entering a collision within an incremental range of distances [r, r + dr] from its previous medium event is ζ c (r)dr if the previous event was a medium collision or birth from a source correlated in location to the scatterers, and ζ u (r)dr otherwise. These distributions describe only spatial translations between collision events and are energy-conserving,
Absorption is assumed to occur at the scattering centers and the single-scattering albedo c is assumed independent of the track length s between collisions.
Combining the propagators and c, the Neumann series is readily formed as a geometric series of convolutions. For example, the density of particles entering their second collision after correlated birth is given by the absorption-weighted convolution c ζ c (r) ζ c (r), the third collision density by c 2 ζ c (r) ζ c (r) ζ c (r), and so on. We denote the Fourier transforms of the propagators
and solve for the various Green's functions in the frequency domain. Exact or numerical Fourier inversion is used in numerical application of these results, which we discuss at the end of this section.
Correlated Emission (Collision rate)
In the frequency domain, the initial distribution of collisions for correlated emission is given directly byζ c (z), with subsequent collision orders found by repeated application of the kernel cζ c (z) that includes both absorption and further propagation. Thus, the total collision rate density including all orders of scattering is
Separating out the initial collision density from the multiplycollided portion yields,
which is recommended when numerically inverting the Fourier solution, and also used later for the derivation of non-classical diffusion approximations.
Uncorrelated Emission (Collision rate)
In the case of uncorrelated emission, the initial propagation is given by ζ u (r), and all subsequent propagations are given by the kernel cζ c (z), so the uncorrelated Green's functions for collision rate density are related to the correlated case by a factor ofζ u (z) ζc(z) , giving
and C u (r) = p u (r)
Scalar Flux
The scalar flux about the isotropic point source is given by the sum of the uncollided flux leaving the collisions and the uncollided flux leaving the point source directly. A frequency domain construction requires use of the stretched transmittance for correlated emission
a related distribution for uncorrelated emission
and their Fourier transforms,
Correlated Emission (Flux)
In the case of correlated emission, the uncollided flux directly from the point source is given by χ c (r) and the flux from the collisions is
(72) or, keeping the uncollided flux separate,
Given the proportationality between uncorrelated free-path distribution and attenuation, we also have that the Green's functions C u (r) and φ c (r) are proportional φ c (r) = s c C u (r).
(74)
Uncorrelated Emission (Flux)
For the case of uncorrelated emission, the uncollided flux directly from the point source is given by χ u (r) and the flux from the collisions isχ c (z) cC u (z) giving a total of
or φ u (r) = X u (r)
Numerical Validation
We compared analytic and semi-analytic numerical predictions of the Green's functions derived in this section to Monte Carlo estimations of the corresponding collision rate and flux quantities and noted no difference apart from Monte Carlo noise. A variety of absorption levels (c ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99}) were tested for transport in three dimensions with a correlated freepath distribution given by and macroscopic cross-sections given by
The free propagators in the frequency domain, found by combining Eqs 77 and 78 with Eqs 62, arē
By Eq. 64 the correlated collision rate density in the frequency domain isC
which inverts into the scalar diffusion point-source Green's function for the 3D medium,
For the case of collision rate due to uncorrelated emission, using Eq. 67, we find 2
which we compare in Figure 2 to Monte Carlo estimation using the analog collision estimator.
For the stretched transmittances, we find (Eqs. 68 and 69) In Figure 3 we show several examples of the cross validation of Eqs. (88) and (89) with Monte Carlo estimation using a generalized collision estimator for the flux integrals where at each collision the flux score is 1+s s , except for the first collision following uncorrelated emission, which scores 2+s 1+s .
Plane-Source Validation
Given the simpler track-length calculation with a finite slab versus a finite shell, we chose to test the track-length estimators in Section 3 about an isotropic plane source in infinite 3D media. Applying the point-to-plane transform [Case et al. 1953 ]
to the Fourier inversion for 3D space (Eq. 56 with d = 3) we find that any given Fourier-space distributionḡ(z) has a primal space inversion about an isotropic plane source given by
which is simply the Fourier inversion of the even functionḡ(z). It happens that in any dimension d Eq. 91 converts the sphericalgeometry Green's functions derived in this section to the related Green's function for an isotropically-emitting hyper-plane source.
Selectingḡ(z) to be the scalar flux for the correlated point source in Eq. 88 and using Eq. 91 we find the scalar flux about the isotropic plane source to be
where E 1 is the exponential integral function E 1 (x) = ∞ 1 e −zt /t. A similar calculation for the case of uncorrelated emission yields
To validate these derivations, we performed track-length estimation of the flux integrals at various depths z about the isotropic plane source, scoring track-lengths within each tally slab of thickness dz = 0.2. Several comparisons of these deterministic and Monte Carlo results are shown in Figure 4 .
For completeness we also estimated collision densities about the plane sources for both the correlated and uncorrelated emission cases using the new track-length estimators derived in Section 3.4 and validated the results using the Green's function derivations ( Figure 5 ). As in the point-source case, we find a simple diffusion solution for the correlated emission case,
and the uncorrelated collision rate density is proportional to the correlated flux
For each free-path segment of the analog random walk, with s 1 and s 2 the range of intersection with a given flux tally volume element (satisfying 0 ≤ s 1 ≤ s 2 ≤ s), intercollision and correlated birth segments score the integrals previously given in Section 3.4.2.
Flux / Collision-Rate Balance in Gamma-2 Infinite Media
We briefly consider the ratio of collisions to particles in flight at various distances from the infinite isotropic plane source in the case of correlated emission, comparing the ratio to the classical proportionality sc Cc(x) φc(x) = 1. Figure 6 (a) illustrates that, for a variety of Figure 6 : For the correlated-emission isotropic plane source in infinite 3D media with correlated free-path distribution p c (s) = e −s s and single-scattering albedo c we show (a) The flux-relative collision rate at distance x from the source and (b) the limiting behaviour of the ratio at increasing distance from the source as a function of absorption.
absorption levels, we see sub-classical collision rates near the plane source and super-classical collision rates as x → ∞, with the classical balance occuring at a location that is increasingly far from the plane source as c → 1. In the limit of increasing distance from the source we find that the ratio tends to a non-classical proportionality unless the scattering is conservative (c = 1),
The "rigorous" asymptotic diffusion approximation for the correlated scalar flux is thus,
Diffusion Approximations for Generalized Linear Transport
The application of infinite medium Green's functions to solve linear transport problems in bounded domains has seen broad use, such as in tissue optics [Farrell et al. 1992; Kienle and Patterson 1997] and computer graphics [Jensen et al. 2001; Donner and Jensen 2005] . Deterministic solutions to model problems also find use in biased acceleration methods [Fleck and Canfield 1984] or unbiased importance-sampling and guiding of Monte Carlo methods towards zero-variance estimation [Dwivedi 1982; Hoogenboom 2008] . The Green's functions derived in the previous section for generalized Boltzmann transport can only be applied efficiently in the rare cases where the Fourier inversion can be performed analytically. To extend their utility further, we derive new compact diffusion-based approximations to these Green's functions. In future work we hope this will enable the generalization of many popular diffusion-based approaches to support non-exponential transport.
In forming diffusion approximations there is a degree of arbitrariness based on the desired physical quantities to be preserved [Larsen 2010 ]. We choose a moment-preserving approach such that the first two even spatial moments of selected scalar quantites are exactly preserved by the approximations. We derive multiple approximations for both the scalar flux/fluence φ (r) and the collision rate density C(r), considering both uncorrelated and correlated emission and find distinct forms in all cases, which all become equivalent up to a constant in the classical case of exponential freepaths. In the case of collision rate density, the mean number of collisions r 0 C(r) and mean-square distance of collision r 2 C(r) are exactly preserved. For the scalar flux cases, the total energy in flight and mean square distance (from the source) of energy in flight are simultaneously preserved by exactly preserving r 0 φ (r) and r 2 φ (r) .
We do not presently consider approximate forms that preserve the rigorous "asymptotic" diffusion length κ tr , which may be desired in deep-penetration and shielding applications. For expanded approximations in classical transport that preserve both multiple even spatial moments and κ tr see [Grosjean 1963b; Grosjean 1963a] and [Larsen 2010 ]. For deriving the rigorous diffusion component for C c (r) in generalized transport, which preserves κ tr , see [d'Eon 2014] .
We derive two distinct forms of approximation for each transport quantity and for each emission type. We consider both the classical diffusion approximation, where all orders of scattering are accounted for by a single diffusion mode, and also a hybrid approximation due to Grosjean [1954] that separates out the exact uncollided term and represents the remainder with a diffusion mode, which can improve accuracy near the source and for high absorption. For all derivations, we consider the general case of arbitrary spatial dimension d ≥ 1 using a Fourier-transform approach inspired by Zoia et al. [2011] .
Our method of derivation employs a general moment analysis in Fourier space, leading to the complete solutions for arbitrary freepath distributions without the need to compute any specific Fourier transforms-a limitation of our previous work, which also only considered the correlated-emission case [d'Eon 2014] . In addition to proving conjectures from this previous work, we also prove new results about the diffusion coefficient's dependence on spatial dimension d.
Free-path and transmittance moments
Our diffusion approximations will require the first five spatial moments of the correlated-origin free path distribution p c (s), defined by
with m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The m = 0 moment is unity by normalization of the distribution p c (s). We will also require the 0th and 2nd spatial moments of p u (s), X c (s) and X u (s), which can all be expressed in terms of the first five moments of p c (s) using the identity [Vasques and Slaybaugh 2016] 
where the uncorrelated moments are related to s c moments by p u (s) = Xc(s) sc . Combining these, we find the moments for correlated transmittance,
the mean-square uncorrelated free-path
and the moments for uncorrelated transmittance,
For a given scalar transport quantity g(r) about an isotropic point source in infinite media, a moment-preserving diffusion approximation can be readily derived provided the moments
and r 2 g(r) = ∞ 0 Ω d (r)r 2 g(r)dr (106) are known. These moments are related to derivatives of the Fouriertransformed quantityḡ(z) at z = 0, as shown in Appendix A of [Zoia et al. 2011 ], by
for even m ≥ 0 and r m g(r) = 0 for odd m. We only require this result for m = 0, r 0 g(r) =ḡ(0)
and m = 2, r 2 g(r) = −dḡ (0).
Spherical Diffusion Mode in d Dimensions
The classical steady-state diffusion equation, typically written
with diffusion constant D > 0 and constant Σ a > 0 has simple solutions in infinite homogeneous media under isotropic point source Q(x) = δ (x) illumination. The point-source diffusion mode in spa-tial dimension d with diffusion length ν > 0 is the inverse spherical Fourier transform
where K n (x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. The radial diffusion mode for the one-dimensional rod (d = 1) is
for Flatland (d = 2) is
and for three dimensions is
We chose this form for its unit normalization,
yielding a second spatial moment of
Our diffusion approximations of a given radially-symmetric scalar quantity g(r) with moments r 0 g(r) and r 2 g(r) will be determined directly by approximating the quantity by a diffusion mode with two unknowns a and ν,
and solving for a and ν given the moments and Eqs. (115) and (116), giving g(r) ≈ r 0 g(r) m d r 2 g(r) 2d r 0 g(r)
, r .
Much of the complexity of the approximation is in finding the moments, which we solve generally in the remainder of this section. These moment relations should also allow other forms of approximation using two-parameter families of radially-symmetric functions distinct from the diffusion mode. Extending the following derivations to include higher-order moments is straightforward. In the future we hope to investigate the utility of powers of diffusion in frequency space with power p ≥ 1/2, which have simple inversions in all dimensions
and permit more general fitting of exact transport solutions in either spherical or planar geometries.
Collision Rate Density
The zeroth moment of the collision rate density r 0 C(r) is a uniform integration of collision rate density over all space, which must then equal the mean number of collisions experienced by a single particle given an absorption probability of 1 − c at each collision
a quantity that is independent of the phase function, free-path distribution(s), spatial dimension or angular distribution of emission. Given its independence on free-path distribution, this quantity is the same for correlated and uncorrelated emission.
Correlated emission
For the classical approach of approximating the entire collision rate density with a single diffusion mode, we require r 2 C c (r) which, by Eqs. 64 and 109, is
From normalization of the propagator we knowζ c (0) = 1. Additionally, odd derivatives at the origin are 0,ζ c (0) = 0. Finally, from Eq.109 we haveζ
Thus,
With the two moments in Eqs. (120) and (123), Eq. (118) gives the full diffusion approximation
This is then the Green's function for the diffusion equation for collision rate density under correlated emission
with diffusion constant
It was previously conjectured [Asadzadeh and Larsen 2008 ] that the diffusion constant has a dimensional-dependence of 1 d , which we previously proven for the case of exponential free paths and conjectured to hold for the case of general free-path distribution [d'Eon 2014] . We have proven this conjecture here and in the following derivations we find it also holds for uncorrelated emission and for moment-preserving diffusion approximations of the scalar flux as well.
We also generalize the approach of Grosjean [1954] of separating the density of first collisions from the multiply-scattered portion and only using the diffusion mode for approximating the latter. The density of initial collisions has a simple analytic form and, further, it corresponds precisely to the portion of the total vector collision rate density (for particles entering collisions) that is singular in angle-in direct conflict with the angular smoothness of diffusion solutions. For these reasons, Grosjean chose to separate transport quantities into two parts, approximating one with a diffusion equation and handling the initial collision rates and uncollided flux directly, noting improved accuracy in many cases for calculations involving high absorption levels and in locations near sources and boundaries. Further details on his findings and application of the approach to convex bounded domains can be found in [Grosjean 1956a; Grosjean 1956b; Grosjean 1958a; Grosjean 1958b] .
To form the diffusion approximation for the multiply-collided collision density
we require the expected number of multiple collisions which, given that the first collision always happens with probability 1, is
The second moment is found via Eq. (65) and (109),
giving the complete approximation,
Uncorrelated emission
The case of uncorrelated emission is treated in a similar fashion. The normalization of the uncorrelated free-path distribution gives ζ u (0) = 1. Combining Eqs. (102) and (109) gives
Using Eqs.(66) we find
Thus, the classical diffusion approximation for uncorrelated emission is
From Eq.(67) we find
giving the Grosjean-form approximation,
(135)
Fluence / Scalar Flux
For the case of scalar flux we take a similar approach but preserve the first two even spatial moments of a different physical transport quantity, the scalar flux, which is not generally proportional to the collision rate density.
Correlated emission
In the case of correlated emission, the track-lengths of all segments in the random walk have the same expected value s c and are all independent random variables. The 0th moment of the scalar flux is simply the expected track-length of the entire walk over all space.
With survival probability 0 < c < 1 at each collision, the expected number of path segments in the walk is 1/(1 − c), each with a mean length of s c , thus the 0th moment of the scalar flux is simply
While the scalar flux and collision rate density do not generally exhibit the classical proportionality, we see that in the case of correlated emission in infinite media the 0th moment of the two quantities does show a familiar form,
The complete approximations for correlated flux are found most readily from Eq. 74, with the same diffusion lengths as the case of
Finally, a straightforward calculation similar to the previous gives the Grosjean-form approximation,
(146)
Discussion and Validation

Reduction to the Classical Case
Compared to the simplicity of the classical P 1 diffusion approximation, the isotropic point source diffusion Green's function for the infinite medium has a much more complicated form in the general-ized case, requiring moments up to s 4 c . In the case of uncorrelated emission, the scalar flux diffusion coefficient is
This result is, however, consistent with the classical diffusion (P 1 ) approximation. In the case of classical scattering with correlated free-path distribution p c (s) = Σ t e −Σt s , the correlated moments are
and the diffusion coefficient (147) reduces to the well-known
with the portion ( While there are effectively four forms of moment-preserving diffusion asymptotics in GRT, with two having identical decay rates, there is only one asymptotic decay rate of the "rigorous diffusion" nature, corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the collision kernel, a real zero of the dispersion function [d'Eon 2014]
which is a common denominator in all four frequency-space Green's function representations.
Power-Law Attenuation
We now consider the case of transport with a power-law attenuation law as defined earlier in Section 3.4.2. The full set of moments required for the diffusion approximations are
with the restrictions a > m − 1 for moment s m c . We performed a suite of Monte Carlo simulations for power-law transport with unit mean correlated free path ( s c = = 1) about an isotropic point source in infinite 3D medium configurations. For both the collision rate density and scalar flux we estimated tallies of both the radial quantites as well as their 2nd radial moments, all using an analog collision estimator. For the moments, we compared Monte Carlo and deterministic predictions and found agreement in all cases. For the collision density case, the Monte Carlo validation of Eqs.(123) and (132) is summarized in Figure 7 . Likewise, Figure 8 summarizes the validation of Eqs.(132) and (144) for the scalar flux moments.
A comprehensive evaluation of the accuracy of the generalized diffusion approximations over a wide variety of free-path distributions is beyond the scope of the current work. We briefly highlight some of our findings for the case of power-law transport and note several trends. In a future part of this work we hope to expand upon this accuracy evaluation in the context of method-of-images application Figures 9 and 10 show the performance of the diffusion and Grosjean-form diffusion approximations for collision rate density (C c (r) and C u (r)), and scalar flux φ u (r). By Eq.(74) the evaluation of φ c (r) is equivalent to that of C u (r). Some general trends from the case of classical exponential scattering survived the generalization to power-law transport; in the short range regime r < 10 s c , we noted lower overall relative error for the Grosjean-form approximation vs. the classical diffusion form in all cases. By including the first term in the Neumann series solution exactly, the Grosjean-form approaches zero error everywhere as c → 0, whereas the classical diffusion form remains consistently poor for very low radius (r < s c ) regardless of absorption level. For absorption levels in the range 0.5 < c < 0.9 we saw five times less relative error for r < 10 s c in the Grosjean case vs the classical case for nearclassical transport (a > 50), with the Grosjean advantage shrinking to only a 20% reduction in relative error when a = 4.
For absorption levels c ≤ 0.99 we also noted a raised tail that is missing from the classical diffusion approximation and not a property of classical transport. We attribute this to the free path distribution approaching a heavy-tailed distribution as a → 0, with fewer bounded moments as a decreases, thereby presenting an increasing challenge to the diffusion approximation as a decreases. This raised tail occurs at all absoroption levels c < 1. The uncollided term alone, having a power-law falloff, will eventually dominate any exponential, but it was not observable in an analog simulation at c = 0.999 with only 10 6 histories. The Grosjean-form approximation includes this bent tail, by including the power-law uncollided term exactly, but the relative error at these distances is seen to be as much as an order of magnitude.
Discussion
Under a theme of exploring the non-local proportionality between the density of particles in flight to the rate at which that flight leads to collisions, we have proposed new generalized Monte Carlo esti- mators, Green's functions and diffusion approximations for generalized linear Boltzmann transport. An equilibrium imbedding of Larsen and Vasques's [2011] framework into bounded domains has required pairs of solutions in most cases, which were previously equivalent in the classical theory, and special handling of the two classes of free-paths throughout. We distinguished between flux-proportional and collision-rate-proportional estimations and defined the analog walk for GRT.
We found Larsen's formulation of GRT via Σ t (s) very powerful, making it straightforward to bring much of the machinery of classical Monte Carlo methods to bear. Adjoint estimation, importance, and the complexity of bidirectional estimators [Veach 1997; Krycki 2015; Vitali et al. 2018 ] and linear combinations of many forms of different estimators [Křivánek et al. 2014 ] has been left for future work.
We have preferred the integral form of the transport equation in GRT, wherever possible, to avoid handling ψ(x, ω, s) directly.
There are, however, some important cases we have not discussed where it would seem ψ(x, ω, s) is unavoidable. To extend the condensed-history acceleration scheme of Fleck and Canfield [1984] , which uses precomputed or analytic scattering solutions in finite spherical domains, requires a notion of a virtual boundary in GRT-a boundary across which correlation is maintained. In jumping to the surface of the virtual sphere boundary and carrying on the transport from there, knowledge of ψ(x, ω, s) at the boundary is required to ensure that the balance of collisions outside of the sphere is not changed by the acceleration. This notion has been lacking from previous applications of the method to GRT [Moon et al. 2007; Meng et al. 2015; Müller et al. 2016] , where s has been reset to 0 and correlated-origin free-path statistics follow each application of the accelerators. In the study of invariance properties of random walks under certain assumptions in GRT, has noted that, by reciprocity, the pathlength spectrum for flux leaving a boundary is identical to the distribution for that flux finding its first collision in the medium in the adjoint direction. This can be found by normalizing p u (s) from the boundary to the back of the region, and we conjecture that this will apply generally in GRT, provided weak reciprocity holds for the subpath [d'Eon 2018 ]. This will be required to embrace ψ(x, ω, s) directly, when needed. Generalizing Placzek's Lemma [Case et al. 1953] and adding/doubling [van de Hulst 1980; Peltoniemi 1993] will also require the notion of virtual boundaries and ψ(x, ω, s).
The study of Gamma-2 flights in three dimensions has yielded some of the first exact, analytic solutions for non-trivial scattering and absorption problems in a 3D domain. These solutions add important contributions to the body of analytical benchmarks for Monte Carlo codes [Ganapol 2008] , and require no numerical integration or convergence acceleration to utilize. It remains to further explore the Gamma-2 solutions in bounded and time-dependent scenarios. The role of the Laplace transform in deriving time-dependent solutions [Case et al. 1953; Davison 1957] will require generalization in GRT. While the scalar collision-rate density is exactly a diffusion solution, the angular and time-dependent collision-rates are not (the density of first collisions about a point source is singular in angle and the time-dependent Green's function for collision-rate will not be a Gaussian distribution). Such exploration should yield additional benchmarks and shed further light on the role of diffusion in GRT and will be explored in a following paper.
Close inspection of the relationship between flux and collision rate has highlighted some subtle relationships that are often taken for granted or, occasionally, misunderstood. In light of that, there may be benefit in revisiting some classical settings with a new lens. For example, the lengthy treatment of transmittance estimation in the short form of photon beams [Jarosz et al. 2011] can be collapsed to noting simply that the track-length estimator is an unbiased estimator for the flux in heterogeneous classical media under delta tracking and that, needing the collision-rate, not flux, to send photons towards the camera, requires the track-length-collision-rate estimator. Provided that the density estimation kernel is small and the cross section is approximately constant across it, the cross-section integral can be approximated. More generally, the role of Monte Carlo methods in computer graphics might benefit from being recast as fundamentally placing less importance on flux in scattering volumes and more importance on collision rate, moving away from a notion of transmittance estimation to one of collision-rate estimation. Transmittance estimation seems only relevant in graphics at a camera sensor or on the surface of a light during next-event estimation, neither of which involve scoring along a track-length.
Plane-Parallel Problems with Isotropic Scattering There would appear to be great promise for solving plane-parallel problems with isotropic scattering in GRT by beginning with the Schwarchild-Milne kernel for the scalar collision density
and solving a Fredhold integral equation of the second kind with a kernel that is no longer E 1 (|x|). Under certain restrictions of K C , there are a variety of tools for solving these equations under the guise of pseudo problems by Chandrasekhar [1960] , generalized invariant imbedding [Wing 1967; Allen Jr 1970] , related problems in linear stochastic estimation [Kailath 1974] , and the Wiener-Hopf solutions [Polyanin and Manzhirov 1998 ].
In part 4 of this work we treat bounded plane-parallel problems in detail with a particular focus on the Gamma-2 free-path distribution, which yields exact analytical solutions for the half-space and slab albedos, BRDFs, internal collision rates and fluxes, providing a new connection between the rod model solutions and full 3D transport problems. With the importance function inside the half-space exactly described with a diffusion mode, we derive the zero-variance walk for escaping the half space with absorption and isotropic scattering. Part 5 will explore approximate deterministic solutions of searchlight problems utilizing the method of images.
Tissue Optics The present assumption of path-length indepedence on single-scattering albedo limits the scope of application to random media where absorption and scattering occur from the same correlated structure. This would not be an appropriate assumption of, say, metallic sphere packings in a paint layer, where absorption occurs in the substrate that holds the spheres, because the single-scattering albedo in this scenario would depend on s (the equivalence theorem [van de Hulst 1980] does not hold in GRT). This calls into question the application of this form of GRT to tissue optics [Wrenninge et al. 2017] where scattering is primarily caused by random changes of index of refraction in the cellular tissue structures, while absorption is primarily caused by independent distributions of melanin and hemoglobin chromophores [Wang 2000; Tuchin 2007 ]. We remark that it is straightforward to extend much of the current presentation to include correlated scattering that is imbedded in a classical, purely-absorbing substrate with absorption coefficient Σ a . An additional, reciprocal attenuation e −Σas is added to the Monte Carlo estimators to treat the substrate absorption in the expected-value manner. Extension of the Fourier derivation of Green's function is less straightforward, however, and we leave as a subject for future work. Extending the methods of the present paper to a fully general GRT framework of path-length dependent absorption [Rukolaine 2016 ] phase function [Jarabo et al. 2018] and support for anomalous diffusion [Liemert and Kienle 2017] would be a much larger task and the conditions for Helmholtz reciprocity in such settings are not immediately obvious.
Relationship to underlying structure Further exploration of the relationships between explicit random structures and their ensemble-average 2-point free-path statistics under Larsen's GRT would be beneficial from many perspectives. In the next paper in this series we consider stochastic binary mixtures in infinite spherical and plane geometries with nonstochastic reaction rates and nonstochastic albedo. Adopting the Levermore-Pomraning attenuation law [Levermore et al. 1988 ] as X u (s) in Table 1 produces the condensed-history acceleration over phase transitions proposed and studied by Audic and Frisch [1993] , without the requirement for the histogram construction of p c (s). We derive some exact and approximate deterministic solutions using a single convolution integral equation over collision rate density as an alternative to the coupled equations required when treating the fluxes directly. Multidimensional benchmark solutions [Boissé 1990; Audic and Frisch 1993; Haran et al. 2000; Larmier et al. 2017a; Larmier et al. 2017b; Larmier et al. 2018 ] provide means to evaluate the limitations of the 2-point statistics and to compare to the chord-length sampling algorithms for binary mixtures. Benchmarks focusing on collision rate and stochastic reaction rate seem largely missing, however.
There is also important open work to relate a given model in GRT to a scale at which it can be safely assumed that no explicit structure would be resolved in imaging that media at that distance, making the bulk statistical model an appropriate choice.
A comprehensive notion of heterogeneity in GRT (non-uniform mean density) in non-continuum models is also an interesting open question, given that optical path-length stretching would not be able to avoid also stretching density-invariant aspects of correlation. Consider, for example, monodisperse hard sphere packings in a medium where the average number density of spheres changes continuously with position. The restriction of non-intersection is not a function of the local number density and does not scale in the sense of the traditional optical depth.
Invariant properties of general random walks [Frisch and Frisch 1995; Mazzolo et al. 2014 ] provide additional benchmarking tools for both Monte Carlo and deterministic methods. Under the mental model for GRT described in Section 3.3.2 it seems intuitive that the beginning of an uncorrelated free path involves all random realizations in equilibirum and that, therefore, the macroscopic crosssection beginning that walk should be related to the number densities ρ i and constituent cross-sections σ i in the classical atomic-mix sense, independent of correlation,
We have observed that this property holds in the blue noise GRT model previously proposed [d'Eon 2018] , in Davis's power-law model [Davis and Mineev-Weinstein 2011] , and for Markovian binary mixtures (presented in the next paper), but, without further evidence, we leave this as a conjecture for now.
